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Peter Collins introduced Professor Nagata’s talk in the following way.
Ladies and Gentlemen!
I am honoured to be here today to celebrate Professor Nagata who is revered by all of
us for his work, as a colleague and as a friend. A very private person, he is one of strong
moral conviction. His work is well known to all of us and has influenced all of us. Indeed,
with so many of his papers, one has only to hear mention of the title to recall immediately
its date and its main results. I mention only a very few of my personal favourites:
• On lattices of functions on topological spaces and of functions on uniform spaces –
1949;
• On a necessary and sufficient condition of metrizability – 1950;
• On the uniform topology of bicompactifications – 1950;
• A contribution to the theory of metrization – 1957;
• On a universal n-dimensional set for metric spaces – 1960;
• On a special function and dimension – 1964;
• A note on M-spaces and topological complete spaces – 1969.
And there are so many more.
As a young man, I was amongst those who came fresh to his new books, Modern
Dimension Theory and then Modern General Topology. Whilst they retain a seemingly
perennial modern feel, they are now—of course—classics and influence generation after
generation of our students.
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Professor Nagata has rare judgement, not only in his choice of subjects to work on, but
also of our ability as a community to cope with challenges. I remember what I considered
at the time a rash assertion he made back in the 70s: the M1–M3 problem would take us at
least another 25 years to resolve. Well?!
Another reason Jun-Iti Nagata is so well-known to us is that he is a travelling topologist.
He has held posts on four continents, in particular in the United States—in the North, the
South, the East, and the West—and in both Eastern and Western Europe. He is an editor of
journals on three continents.
Indeed, in travelling, as with what I have discovered to be his favourite pastimes, his
interests can be thought to mirror what we all do in coming to conferences such as this.
He likes to go fishing—with patience, we try to hook teasing questions in order to land
new ideas. He is a keen encyclopaedist (I mention in passing his current preoccupations
being carried out in his usual exemplary fashion)—we go to conferences to broaden our
knowledge. He likes to visit department stores, apparently to look rather than to buy—we
want to hear much, but are not won over too easily to new projects. He enjoys on occasion
to visit the Takarazuka Theatre to see the famous dance revues—for we must all be ‘young
at heart’ to listen sympathetically to others, but yet choose our dancing partners in joint
papers with care.
Now, looking around, I calculate that between us we have travelled 77,777 miles to be
here with Jun-Iti Nagata to-day. With affection, we congratulate you, Jun-Iti, on your 77th
birthday and wish you many more years of happiness and productive work.
In the way the wake of a boat gives oxygen to the water, so your work gives oxygen to
our professional activities. It gives me immense pleasure to introduce the talk which you
have entitled: ‘Open Problems left in my wake of research’.
(A birthday cake was then produced, accompanied by a ceremonial rendering of ‘Happy
Birthday to You’.)
